„art-reflex - a new art platform
„Art-reflex“ is a new, non-commercial art platform which aims to connect
independent art initiators, artists' associations, groups of artists, temporary
projects, off-spaces etc. and to make them known. The platform offers the
initiators the possibility to present themselves and their positions, concepts and
projects to the public. Every year during ART Basel, "art-reflex" is present with
an art project and exhibition which offers individual groups and their artists
various platforms to appear in public. Initiators and groups can sign up for
registration with the submission of a dossier under info [a] art-reflex.ch.

Organisation and founding members of art-reflex
art-reflex was founded in spring 2013 by Anastasia Stephan, Gregory Muntwiler,
Eveline Schüep and Wilfried Storz.
Stephan Anastasia, born 1965, computer specialist, web publisher and musician,
e-guitar, keyboard, bass guitar and double bass, vocals and accordion, member
of the following bands: Riddence, Kamikaze, Koter`n`Zoter, lemonsqueezer,
Monnerat & Anastasia
www.simplesite.ch, www.anastasia-monnerat.ch, www.lemonsqueezer.ch
Gregory Muntwiler, gallery owner, 2001 foundation of the Galerie Eulenspiegel in
Basel, maintains a wide range of contemporary artists, in particular painting,
photography, sculpture and installation; gallery exchanges with Germany, Italy,
France, Belgium, Japan and Korea; board member of the „Basler Künstlergruppe“
(group of artists of Basel)
www.galerieeulenspiegel.ch
Eveline Schüep, * 1967, primary school teacher, studied art history and history
at the University of Basel, art educator at the Kunsthaus Zürich, course
instructor at „K’ Werk Bildschule bis 16“, a member of the exhibition committee
visarte Basel
Wilfried Storz, * 1953, graphic artist, in the field of Visual Communication since
1980, focuses on corporate design, graphic information
www.ideja.ch
Legal notices
The layout and contents of the website are protected by copyright. A distribution
of copies or extracts is permitted only with written permission by the organizers
of art-reflex.
Disclaimer
None of the information or declarations on this homepage are binding. art-reflex
accepts no liability whatsoever for the content provided. Our site contains links
to third-party websites. We have no influence whatsoever on the information on
these websites and accept no guaranty for their correctness. The content of such
third-party sites is the responsibility of the respective owners/providers.

